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1. Becoming a self-employed professional in Belgium
Start as self-employed

👉 Go to an enterprise counter
  - they register you at the Crossroadsbank for Enterprises

👉 Subject to VAT or not?
  👉 <€25.000: option to be franchisee
  👉 Quarterly VAT declarations & payments

👉 (Open a bank account)
Taxes in Belgium

👉 Social contributions
  👈 Every quarter

👉 VAT
  👈 Every quarter
  👈 <€25,000: option to be franchisee

👉 Income tax
  👈 Every year
  👈 Quarterly prepayments
Important deadlines not to miss

👉 VAT (quarterly): Every 20th of the first month of a new quarter

👉 Social contributions (quarterly): Every 25th of the last month of the quarter

👉 Income tax (yearly): In July, the year after the year you are submitting for
2. How to optimize your taxes
What counts as a professional expense?

How do I prove them?
Some examples of deductible expenses ✨

👉 Starting expenses

👉 Transportation

👉 Internet & telephone subscription

👉 Meeting a client (restaurant)

👉 Any software you use for work (eg. Accountable)

👉 Social contributions
The place to be:
All you can deduct

https://allyoucandeduct.accountable.eu/
3. Accountable: how we can help you
Our mission?

Making life easier for every self-employed
Get in touch with us!
support@accountable.eu